ASME Digital Collection Platform

The ASME Digital Collection has been hosted on the Silverchair platform since
March, 2013. Silverchair supports OUP, AMA, Wolters Kluwer Health, Duke
University Press, MIT Press, etc. Overall around 30 scholarly publishers on the
platform. Our platform is located at http://www.asmedigitalcollection.asme.org
and content is accessed via IP authentication or in special cases,
username/password

ASME Digital Collection Platform Navigation
Once you are on the platform, the following slides will
Help you understand the different search features, Single
Sign-On options as well as assigning Admins to individual
Institutions within a Consortium

ASME Digital Collection
Platform
Each University will access their content via the IPs associated
with them. Students, faculty, etc, have the option to set-up
single sign-on accounts (SSOs). This would allow them the
ability to save search results, receive TOC alerts, etc.
•

•
•

On the right-hand side of the screen, you will find the
“Sign In” box, where you would enter your email address,
and click continue.
Choose a 7 to 14 character password and then click on
“Create Account”.
Through the IP authentication, their account will have the
same access as their institution, for remote access

Instructions provided on next slide with drop downs of each
function

Student User Guide

ASME Digital Collection
Platform
In addition to content access, each University will also have
the option to assign their own Administrator. Administrators
have the ability to see IPs associated to their University,
current subscriptions and dates as well as the ability to pull
COUNTER usage themselves. This can be set-up by emailing
asmedigitalcollection@asme.org with a name and email.
Anything that needs to be modified to their page, however,
needs to be sent to ASME. For example, Institutional logos
added to their landing page, IPs added or removed, OpenURL,
Referring URLs as well as Shibboleth
Instructions provided on next slide with drop downs of each
function

Admin User Guide

Digital
Collection
Highlights and
Features

• Powerful search tools that retrieve content
simultaneously
• Advanced filtering tools to refine search results by
keywords, topics, journal citation and date range
• Topic collections for specific subject area
• Enhanced user experience (UX), providing simplified
navigation, and inline figures and tables
• Responsive web pages for better desktop and
mobile experience
• Links to CrossRef, Google Scholar, and Web of
Science to discover citing articles
• Tools for citation export
• Ability to share links by social media and email
• Email alerts for saved searches and newly published
content
• COUNTER/SUSHI compliant
• Shibboleth Institutional login
• Indexed in leading abstracting and indexing (A&I)
services

ASME Digital Collection Platform

The Issues tab allows you to search for your Journal by either year or
Issue. You can also use the Advanced Search box on the upper right
hand box
On the top left-hand side of
the screen you will see a drop
down arrow next to Digital
Collection; you can search for
Journals there as well

ASME Digital Collection Platform

The “Accepted
Manuscripts” tab
lists all current
Research Articles
that were most
recently
accepted

ASME Digital Collection Platform

The “All Years”
tab lists the
Journal
publication years
available

ASME Digital Collection Platform

The “For
Authors” tab is
where you would
find information
on submitting
papers and the
steps needed to
take

ASME Digital Collection Platform

The “About” tab
will give you
some
information on
the particular
Journal you are
searching, such
as who the
Editors are,
Frequency, ISSNs
as well as links to
submitting a
paper for the
particular Journal

ASME Digital Collection Platform
Below the Journal, you will see Latest, Most Read and Most Cited
These drop down
search boxes will
provide the
Latest Research
article published,
the Most Read
articles as well as
Most Cited.

ASME Digital Collection Platform
Directly under the above, you will see links below to help with Papers and Media
Information for each Individual Journal

ASME Digital Collection Platform
Once you have chosen the Journal you wish to extract articles from, you will have
Have the following options:

On the left-hand side, you can toggle between issues. Under the
Guest Editorial Box above, you can Extract, View Article or download
the PDF as shown above

Digital
Collection
Upgrade
launched on
August 20, 2019

• UI redesign based on Silverchair’s latest
standard themes
• Responsive pages for better desktop and
mobile experiences
• Enhanced UX (navigation, Split-view,
etc.)
• Search improvements (better indexing,
query builder, additional facets for
filtering
• CrossRef features (ORCID, CitedBy,
CrossMark and Chorus)
• Full HTML eBooks, not just PDF
• Author supplied keywords

Topic Collections on the Digital Collection
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Aerospace Industry
Applied Mechanics
Automotive Industry
Biomechanical
Engineering
Boilers & Pressure Vessels
Building & Construction
Careers
Computer-Aided Design
(CAD)
Computers & Information
in Engineering
Conventional Power &
Fuels
Defense Industry

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Design Engineering
Dynamic Systems &
Control
Electronic & Photonic
Packaging
Energy
Engineering Technology
Management
Environmental
Engineering
Fluids Engineering
Heat Transfer
Internal Combustion
Engines

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•

Manufacturing &
Processing
Nanotechnology
Noise Control &
Acoustics
Nondestructive
Evaluation
Nuclear Engineering
Numerical Analysis
Ocean, Offshore &
Arctic Engineering
Pipeline & Piping
Systems
Renewable Energy
Robotics &
Mechatronics
Transportation
Tribology

Digital Collection Benefits
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Access full text articles, from every recognized device, 24 hours a day
Mobile-optimized content
New articles are online up to two months ahead of print publication
Get the latest news and research via Table of Contents e-alerts
Valuable services that enable users to download key information, organize
references, save images and tables in the user accounts
Article references link to the full abstracting services including: Ex Libris, Crossref,
SCOPUS, EBSCO A-Z
MARC records for eBooks, currently available through 2019 titles
KBART lists
Post-cancellation rights
Accessible customer service
Access via Shibboleth, for applicable institutions
Customizable interface integrating your institution name

Usage and Turn-away Reports
In compliance with COUNTER standards, reports are available to
administrators with prior month’s data by the 5th business day each
month.

